Allied Arts of Whatcom County

Our 2023 Exhibit Series kicks off with Earth to Atmosphere featuring watercolor paintings by Michael Heath, Janine Hazebruck and Tom McCalla; and sculptural work by artists from Baker Creek Ceramics. These works celebrate the beauty of our regional landscapes and natural resources.

Bay Street Village 301 W Holly St
The Gateway of Bellingham’s Arts District showcases three levels of some of the finest artists in the region.

Bay Street Village Ground 301 W Holly St D-1 Floor
Sculptor Francie Allen presents small works in wire netting - acrobats, magicians, dancers, musicians and lovers. Suspended from the ceiling, lacy figures project amazing shadows when lit.

Circa Pottery Shop 1319 Cornwall Ave #104
and Gallery
Circa Pottery Shop and Gallery has an intimate collection of local pottery and handmade goods. We host rotating artists every month and this month we’ll be highlighting Seattle based printmaker Emma Adams.

Ellora & Ayla Ceramics 112 Ohio St #111
Studio
Come visit the studio and gallery of two local potters, featuring a rotating selection of guest artists. Sip some wine and shop for functional pottery handmade by Ayla Mullen and Ellora Duncan. 5pm-8pm.

1418 Cornwall Ave

FAB Studios 314 E Holly St
Multiple open studios - come see what our artists are working on! Featured show in the gallery is Ritual Indulgence by M. Wong and Benjamin Higgins.

Geheim Gallery 1228 Bay St
"I Wish I Was a Dancer", is a project in which I dive into the cultural roots of a society I was born and raised in, to explore how one’s surrounding environment can influence one’s decisions and path in life. To achieve this objective, I employ my skills in Fine Art to portray one of my biggest personal wishes/regrets in life, becoming a dancer.

Make.Shift Art Space 306 Flora St
THESE TEMPORARY HOMES by Blaire Sebren. "Little moments of the lives of queer and trans people I know and love."

Meloy Gallery 301 W Holly St D-6
Featuring paintings by Amy Scherer. "I am making small works based on perceptual understanding or misunderstanding as well as abstraction. I am trying to see how much I can leave out or modify, without losing the referenced light. I am very cognizant of keeping the work a painting and not a picture, done in paint. I was not schooled academically but with the idea that design and the arrangement of shapes are at the heart of painting."
Galleries Continued

Quicksilver Photo Lab
1417 Cornwall Ave
We are excited to welcome award winning Photographer Debbie Sodl to our gallery space as she shares her images that capture the magic of nature and the world around us.

Wandering Oaks Gallery
126 W Holly St
Wandering Oaks Gallery is a working art gallery featuring Washington-based artists and offering fused glass classes.

Whatcom Land Trust
412 N Commercial St
The Mission of the Land Trust is to preserve and protect wildlife habitat, scenic, agricultural and open space lands in Whatcom County for future generations by securing interests in land and promoting land stewardship. Come visit local artists that connect Whatcom’s special places to our community!

Dining & Drinks

Nomad Charcuterie & Wine
10 Prospect St
"Past, Present, Future" by Chris Foster, whose love of art took on various forms throughout his life including music, film and culinary. Chris dedicated 12 years of self discovery in Portland and painting became his career. He relocated to Bellingham two years ago where he paints full time, inspired by the beautiful mystery of the PNW native landscape and environment.

Time & Materials
954 N State St
Drink, eat, and check out some epic art in our cozy space on State Street. Our first featured artist at Time and Materials is someone we hold close. Meysa James "Overlay" Mey is so very talented both with his art and with his tiling, he is responsible for the amazing tile work in our beautiful taphouse.

Wander Brewing
1807 Dean Ave
Barbara Overson is a linocut printmaker. Her pieces are inspired by local landscapes, mental health, and current culture. She views creating as a mindfulness practice and a form of self-care.
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Beverly’s Music School  301 W Holly St  
Come to the open house for a new music school! Students of all ages and skill levels can sign up for private and personalized music lessons. Learn piano, guitar, ukulele & more! Located in the lower level of the Bay Street Village.

The Blue Room  202 E Holly St  
A new all-ages venue for live music and entertainment! Sip beer and wine with stunning third and fourth floor views of the city streets and surrounding restaurants. Check out their array of affordable local art in the lobby and enjoy a show!

WinkWink Boutique  1302 Commercial St  
Live music with the Girls Know and The Wyrds! A night of mythological feminist post-punk, soaring guitar solos, Revival Rock, and more. Free and all-ages!

Eyes on Fremont Bellingham  1303 Cornwall Ave  
Stop by for our Grand Opening! Try on all the beautiful glasses and enjoy some sweet treats, and smooth beats from our DJ. We’re excited to share our new space and meet the beautiful faces we hope to put glasses on in the future!

NEKO: A Cat Cafe  1130 Cornwall Ave  
Come on into NEKO for some adorable kitties and plants! Bellingham Carnivorous Plants will be set up at NEKO to chat all things plants. NEKO will be open late for shopping and drinks!

Third Planet  200 W Holly St  
First Friday Happy Hour! Come and enjoy 20% OFF ALL Jewelry from 5pm-8pm.

Ritual Records  115 E Magnolia St  
Inside Ritual Records, the music store on the corner of Magnolia and Railroad. Also showing art!
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**Gallery Alley**
Select features of the doors you know and love from Gallery Alley 2021 and 2022 will be featured at the Bank of America! And new doors will be featured starting January First Friday!

**Bank of America | 112 E Holly St**